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WIFI AC POWER SPY CAMERA ADAPTER WITH NIGHT VISION  

 

Model Number – WF-AC-IR 

 

Short Description 
 

Wow! 240V Australian AC charger power adapter with built in WiFi, pinhole spy camera, motion activated HD video & audio 

recorder including No Glow IR night vision. That means this spy camera can see and record even in total darkness. 

 

That's right, plug this amazing hidden security camera into any Australian power point (international connections included) 

download the Iphone or Android App and if WiFi is enabled at the camera location, view the camera live and playback 

recordings from anywhere in the world. This AC WiFi Power Adapter IR Hidden Camera is packed full of features including 

a concealed internal micro SD card motion detection recording up to 128GB.  We stock a huge range of WiFi Spy Cameras 

& DVR Hidden Cameras.  

 

Description 

Simply put, this amazing WiFi Hidden Camera is easy to use and absolutely packed full of features and functions. All in one 

HD pinole security camera & microphone is unique, discreet and can be mounted anywhere even upside down if you 

choose.  Other functions include motion detection recording, constant recording, optional cloud recording plus invisible IR 

night vision. The functional USB interface can be used to power or charge many other devices including mobile phones etc. 

 

The basic difference between our Night Vision WiFi AC Adapter Spy Camera and our non IR version WiFi AC Adapter 

Hidden Camera is a slight price difference and a slightly larger Night Vision camera size. There is not much difference is 

casing size however the link will show the non IR version is perhaps more slimline but otherwise identical.     

Are we ticking all the boxes so far?  Don’t go away there is more. If power happens to be available, great plug it into power 
then the camera can be left on as long as you like.  Whenever anyone moves within 5M of the camera (day or night) it will 
record to the optional concealed internal micro SD card memory or to a Cloud server.  You select the recording quality 
anywhere from 720P to 1080P.   

Constant or motion detection recording can be selected or if preferred with motion push alerts. The App allows users to 
select recording duration and so much more.   

 

 

 

https://hiddencamera.com.au/wifi-spy-cameras
https://hiddencamera.com.au/hidden-cameras
https://hiddencamera.com.au/wifi-ac-1080p-power-adapter-hidden-camera-bundle
https://hiddencamera.com.au/wifi-ac-1080p-power-adapter-hidden-camera-bundle
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1080P HD WiFi AC Adapter Hidden Camera with No Glow IR Night Vision looks like an ordinary phone charger, and it is, 
however concealed within is a high resolution colour pinhole camera with audio allowing for live HD video streaming directly 
to your iPhone or Android smartphone. Phone charging devices are common, so this hidden security camera won't look out 
of place anywhere.  Who takes any notice of a phone charger anyway?  

Setting up live streaming is easy and takes just a few minutes. Download our free iPhone or Android App and follow the 
instructions. Simply wait a few minutes for your phone to locate the device UID, select the UID number in WiFi phone 
settings, select your WiFi network router and WiFi password to be live viewing the camera. Once you see the spy camera 
live, all camera settings can be set to your preference. 

 

Select your preferred recording quality, select motion detection sensitivity or constant recording. Recordings can be 
downloaded and saved to your phone or the optional internal micro memory card. In other words, the features and functions 
of this hidden camera is tantamount to having a security Network Video Recorder without the external recorder as the AC 
adapter spy camera is also the recorder.   

Because this pinhole spy camera is 240V powered, there's no need for batteries. It's live and online 24/7. Please note this 
concealed hidden camera is designed for a specific purpose and shouldn’t be used as a permanent or fixed security 
camera.  Use the camera when needed otherwise disconnect from power when not in use. Check on your babysitter, 
children, pets, or keep an eye on your office from anywhere in the world. View and listen in to this AC Adapter WiFi Hidden 
Security Camera from just down the street or the other side of the world.  It's fundamentally important to understand, whilst 
the camera is located within your home or office WiFi zone, the authorised user doesn't need to be in a WiFi zone.  If you 
have 3/4G mobile phone reception, that's all you require. Sure, if you have access to another WiFi hot spot, use it if you like 
it makes no difference.   
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In the event you can't live watch the camera, activate motion detection recording and the camera will record to the optional 
micro SD card up to 128GB which is very well concealed. The AC adapter Hidden Camera will record all motion events and 
store those time and date stamped recordings to the internal memory which of course can be removed, and recordings 
replayed on PC or MAC if desired.    

The authorised user (you) may remotely playback those recordings without the need to touch the camera. When the SD 
card is full it will auto overwrite from the earliest recording date unless the authorised user selects “stop” recording when 
full. Save any recording which needs to be retained. Otherwise save and download any required recording to your phone 
and/or delete the recording from the camera so there are plenty of options.   

If shopping around for something similar, be very careful as you may well end up with a non-compliant power connection. 
Non Australian compliant cameras often require an Australian power connection “adapter” of some sort otherwise it simply 
won’t function here. Oh, and good luck with any required international backup and support.  

Our Australian AC adapter doesn’t require any other power connection however, it is supplied with some international power 
connectors for use in the U.S.  Using power adapters may also result in a lopsided view. Don't muck about, our WiFi AC 
adapter HD 1080P Hidden Cam fits flush and secure into any Australian power point.  The camera pinhole lens has a 15 
degree slightly upward view so if connected to a low power point, it won't be looking at the floor.  The view will be slightly 
upward and ideal.  Failing all of that, if using an extension power board,  the camera can be angled in any desired direction.  

Can others also see my online spy camera?  
It's a question often asked and rightly so. With the spy cam connected to a PowerPoint, wait a few minutes and your 
phone WiFi settings will depict a camera UID. The UID doesn't mention anything about a camera as such or anything 
hidden. It will simply be a series of letters and number such as TYCD-6573078 which to anyone but you will mean 
nothing.  To others sharing the same WiFi, the UID could be a neighbours WiFi. In any event, should another person see 
the UID and wonder what it is, clicking on the UID won't do anything. To access the camera, that person must have the 
same camera App including your WiFi password and the camera password.  Without all 3. it's not possible to access the 
camera or even suspect it is a camera.  As mentioned, to anyone else it's nothing more than just a series of random 
number and letters. 

Features and Benefits 
AC Powered - Plugs into any Australian wall outlet for 24/7 streaming  
No Monthly Fees - Never any monthly fees to view or record your video stream  
Expandable - Add up to 20 cameras to view multiple rooms of your home or office  
Easy Installation - No complicated setup or network configuration needed  
Smartphone Viewing - Free iPhone/Android App for live access anywhere 
Password Protected - Your video is encrypted 
 
How does it work? 
Unlike other spy cameras, this device is provided with an Australian power connection. Its small, slimline, and extremely 
covert thus ideal for discreet security surveillance. After downloading our App, connect the WiFi 1080P Power Adapter to 
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a power point somewhere within wireless range your WiFi router then switch power on. From your mobile phone, touch 
settings and enable WiFi. Wait a minute for your router to see the new device online.  You ought to see now a series of 
numbers appear on your phone WiFi settings indicating that a new WiFi device has been found.  

 

Once you see the camera UID, follow the prompts to live connect. Only Hidden Camera Surveillance customers will receive 
a more detailed and easier to understand user manual including step by step screenshots. When you see the camera live, 
this is where it gets interesting. Users will see options to change the admin password, select motion detection or constant 
recording mode, select 1080P or 720P recording resolution. The authorised user (access can be shared) may also listen in 
and record audio surrounding the camera, receive motion alerts, locally or remotely playback recordings and so much more. 

AC Adapter Hidden Spy Camera requires a standard 110-240V household power point so no need to worry about batteries. 
A covert spy camera such as this is ideal for short to longer term surveillance but please understand it's not a substitute for 
CCTV security.  First and foremost, it’s a spy camera and should be treated as such. 

AC power supply adapters are very common and often used for charging various devices so leaving a power supply 
connected to a power point or a power board, double adapter etc certainly won't look out of place. This makes for a perfectly 
discreet covert camera surveillance device as generally even the most suspicious of partners would not give it a second 
thought.  After all this is real a power adapter not just a spy camera.  

 

The AC power supply adapter hidden camera is brilliant for several reasons. A discreet removeable cover conceals an 
internal micro SD memory card slot from 16-128GB. Don't be concerned about someone finding it because for all intents 
and purposes its looks and is quite real. Memory cards are optional and only needed for recording however, if you prefer to 
live view via WiFi or Internet, a memory card isn't necessarily required.    
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We normally supply Class 10 or better SD cards from 16-128GB optionally available online.  If you supply your own SD card 
it must be class 10 or better. We don't take responsibility for non-compliant memory cards. This AC Adapter WiFi spy camera 
will record to internal memory (or FTP) when it detects motion and if that motion continues the camera will keep recording 
until motion ceases.  

 

Specifications 
Video Resolution: 2 Megapixel CMOS 
Video size  1920 x 1080P 
Photo Resolution 4032 x 3024 
Record Speed selectable including real time 
Wide Dynamic  Yes 
Viewing angle approx. 90 degrees wide angle and 15 degrees upward  
Motion detection distance approx. 6m line of sight 
Night Vision approx. 6m 
Compression H.264 
Video Format MOV 
WiFi Remote Control and View 
Memory Card supported up to 128GB Class 10 or better 
USB Interface USB1/2.0 and functional even whilst recording >500mA 
O/S Windows 2000/Vista/XP/Mac 
Media Player WMP or VLC etc 
Recording memory: Selectable quality and speed. 1080P or 720P between 1.2 to 6GB per hour 
Web browser IE7 and above, Chrome, Firefox & Safari 
Mobile Phone supports Iphone and Android 
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Microphone: Yes 
Built in Speaker: No 
Size: 48x48x18 
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